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The authors evaluate the impact of ad placement on revenues and
profits generated from sponsored search. Their approach uses data gen-
erated through a field experiment for several keywords from an online
retailer’s ad campaign. Using a hierarchical Bayesian model, the authors
measure the impact of ad placement on both click-through and conver-
sion rates. They find that while click-through rate decreases with posi-
tion, conversion rate increases with position and is even higher for more
specific keywords. The net effect is that, contrary to the conventional wis-
dom in the industry, the topmost position is not necessarily the revenue-
or profit-maximizing position. The authors’ results inform the advertising
strategies of firms participating in sponsored search auctions and provide
insight into consumer behavior in these environments. Specifically, they
help correct a significant misunderstanding among advertisers regarding
the value of the top position. Furthermore, they reveal potential inefficien-
cies in current auction mechanisms that search engines use. The authors’
results also reveal the information search strategies that consumers use
in sponsored search and provide evidence of recency bias for immediate
purchases.
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Location, Location, Location: An Analysis
of Profitability of Position in Online
Advertising Markets

Internet advertising spending is currently growing faster
than any other form of advertising and is expected to
grow from $23.4 billion in 2008 to $34 billion in 2014
(Hallerman 2009). Of this ad spending, 40% occurs on
sponsored searches, in which advertisers pay to appear
alongside the regular search results of a search engine.
Most search engines, including Google, Yahoo, and MSN,
use auctions to sell their ad space inventory. In these
auctions, advertisers submit bids on specific keywords
based on their willingness to pay for a click from a con-
sumer searching on that (or a closely related) keyword.
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Search engines use a combination of the submitted bid and
past click performance to rank order the advertisements.
Sponsored search is unique compared with offline adver-
tising and other forms of online advertising because it is
presumed to occur close to a user’s purchase decision and
is matched on the basis of the user’s stated information
need (Hosanagar and Cherapanov 2008). As a result, many
advertisers spend a greater share of their advertising bud-
gets on search engine marketing and are often engaged in
intense bidding wars to win the top slots in the list of spon-
sored results (Goodman 2006; Steel 2007). The following
quote posted on a search engine forum succinctly summa-
rizes this thinking:

I believe that people who think it’s better to be any-
thing other than #1 are just fooling themselves 0 0 0 0
The fact [is] that you’ll get 3 1/2 times more traffic
being #1 as opposed to #2, and the numbers keep
sliding from there.1

1The quote is based on analysis of click-through rates (CTRs) observed
in the top ten algorithmic search positions in AOL’s data set. However,
similar thinking is prevalent for sponsored search as well.
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The rationale behind these bidding wars for top posi-
tions is that click-through rate (CTR) typically decreases
exponentially with ad position, and thus the top few posi-
tions receive the majority of clicks (see Feng, Bhargava,
and Pennock 2007).2 Because of these CTR observations,
most advertisers aggressively seek the topmost positions in
their bidding, and search engine marketing firms that offer
bidding services to advertisers often provide guarantees to
clients of securing the top positions. However, there have
been few formal studies of the impact of ad position on
CTRs, conversion rates (i.e., the likelihood that a consumer
will buy a product after clicking an advertisement), and
advertising costs.3

Moreover, there is conflicting theory regarding the im-
pact of ad position on consumers’ postclick behavior. Some
studies show that prescreening information is irrelevant
in subsequent search behavior, which in turn suggests
that conversion rate may be independent of ad position
(Chakravarti, Janiszewski, and Ulkumen 2006). Other stud-
ies show that primacy affects brand and product recall,
which in turn suggests that conversion rates may actu-
ally decrease with position. Finally, some studies show that
in sequential choice environments, consumers are dispro-
portionately influenced by the attractiveness of the most
recently evaluated product. This implies that lower posi-
tions may have higher conversion rates when consumers
click them. Empirical evidence in sponsored search envi-
ronments is limited. Brooks (2004) finds that conversion
rate increases with position for several keywords, but he
only reports average values and does not control for key-
word attributes and other sources of heterogeneity. In con-
trast, Ghose and Yang (2009) find that conversion rate
decreases with position. However, their results are aggre-
gated over a large number of product categories, and they
do not study differences across the top few positions, which
is the focus of the current work. Furthermore, to the best
of our knowledge, there have been no studies that compare
an ad position’s impact on clicks and conversions and on
advertising costs.

In this article, we address this question by analyzing how
ad position in sponsored search affects an advertiser’s rev-
enues and overall profits. We use a field experiment to gen-
erate a unique panel data set of daily clicks, orders, and cost
for multiple keywords in the sponsored search ad campaign
of an online retailer and then use a hierarchical Bayesian
model to analyze the probabilities of clicking and ordering
in this environment. Our findings suggest that, contrary to
conventional wisdom, the topmost positions for keywords
in our data set are associated with lower profits than are
lower (and less expensive) positions. Our results confirm
that ad CTR decreases with position. However, we find that
the conversion rate increases with position. We also find

2Similarly, a recent study (Ruby 2010) found that the top position
receives as many clicks as the next four positions and many more clicks
than Positions 6–20.

3The term “conversion” is more commonly used in the industry than
“order” because the definition of successful customer acquisition varies by
firm. For example, for some firms, such as a free e-mail service provider,
user registration is referred to as a conversion.

that revenue increases with ad position for keywords asso-
ciated with more specific search. For nonspecific keywords,
the revenue decreases with position. However, the costs are
disproportionately higher in the top positions, resulting in
higher profits at lower positions.

Our research makes several contributions. First, we pro-
vide key managerial insights for advertisers. A common
assumption in the industry is that the value of a click from
a sponsored search campaign is independent of the position
of the advertisement. Our results indicate that this is not
true. Rather, a click from an advertisement at the top posi-
tion may have lower expected revenue than a click from
the same advertisement placed lower in the list of adver-
tisements. As a result, we find that the top ad positions
do not necessarily maximize advertiser revenues or profits,
and thus advertisers should revisit the assumptions driving
current bidding wars for the top ad positions.

Second, our results highlight potential inefficiencies in
the rules commonly used in sponsored search auctions and
suggest the need for further investigation of these pricing
mechanisms. If advertisers with the best combination of
bid and CTR are assigned the top position but lower posi-
tions would generate higher revenues for those advertis-
ers, current auction rules may be doing them a disservice.
Our results suggest that using CTR and other click-oriented
measures alone to determine ad ordering may not be suf-
ficient and that more conversion-oriented metrics for ad
ordering and pricing can help increase market efficiency.

Finally, we provide insight into consumer behavior
in sponsored search environments. We find that CTRs
decrease with ad position, which is consistent with prior
findings of decay in user attention (Ansari and Mela 2003;
Brooks 2004; Hoque and Lohse 1999). We find that buying
consumers are more likely to visit lower positions, result-
ing in an increase in conversion rate with position. We
also find that buying consumers with specific queries (high
specificity) may prefer to buy from the same advertisement
when it is ranked in a lower position. This suggests that
buying consumers with specific search queries may have a
recency bias in their search behavior.

It is important to note that we conducted our study from
the perspective of transactional revenues and profit. We do
not consider nontransactional benefits, such as increased
product or brand awareness, in our analysis. Thus, although
we believe our results are applicable to a wide range of
industries, they will be less applicable in industries in
which the goal of the advertisement is primarily to increase
exposure, awareness, or branding.4 In additional robustness
tests, we consider spillover effects—namely, scenarios in
which advertisements corresponding to some keywords cre-
ate awareness about the retailer such that consumers return
to the retailer’s website at a later point and ultimately make
a purchase. However, we find that the spillover value for
such advertisements is not affected by ad position, suggest-
ing that our results are robust to spillover effects.

4Surveys of online advertisers indicate that 99% of advertisers use
search engine advertising to drive direct transactional benefits such as
immediate sales or profits (Kitts et al. 2005).
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Figure 1
SEARCH RESULTS

SPONSORED SEARCH BACKGROUND

When a consumer enters a search query—for example,
“shirts”—the search engine displays algorithmic (i.e., reg-
ular) and sponsored search results, as we show in Figure 1.
The algorithmic results are determined according to their
relevance to the query. The sponsored results are ranked
according to continuous real-time auctions run by the
search engines. Advertisers bid on sponsored search key-
words of relevance to them. Upon receiving a query, the
search engine identifies the advertisers bidding on closely
related keywords and uses data on bids and past click per-
formance of advertisements to rank order the advertise-
ments that appear in the list of sponsored results.

An advertiser pays the search engine only when the con-
sumer clicks on the advertiser’s advertisement. The cost per
click (CPC) is determined using a generalized second price
auction mechanism; that is, whenever a user clicks on an
advertisement in position k, the advertiser pays an amount
equal to the minimum bid needed to secure that position
(Lahaie and Pennock 2007). After clicking on the advertise-
ment, the consumer is redirected to the advertiser’s website
and then chooses whether to purchase a product or register
for a service (which we define as a conversion).

The search engines provide daily reports to advertis-
ers on the status of their campaigns. These reports pro-
vide statistics on the number of impressions and clicks and
the average position for each keyword in the advertiser’s
portfolio. The continuous nature of the auction enables an
advertiser to change the portfolio of keywords as well as
the bids, ad copy, and landing page for each keyword in real

time. The advertiser’s submitted bid implicitly determines
the target position for the advertisement. These decisions
ultimately drive the advertiser’s return on ad spending, a
key metric used to evaluate return on investments in adver-
tising. In our study, we focus on the impact of the adver-
tisement’s position in the list of sponsored search results
on revenues and profitability for a given set of keywords.
The ad copy and landing pages associated with these key-
words do not change over time for the advertiser under
consideration.

LITERATURE REVIEW

Consumers’ Online Search Behavior

The literature most relevant to our study includes prior
research on consumers’ online search behavior, with a spe-
cial emphasis on the impact of message order on consumer
choice, and the research focused on advertisers’ perfor-
mance in sponsored search markets. An important consid-
eration in evaluating the performance of sponsored search
advertisements is consumer response to the ad position in
terms of both clicks and conversions. Prior work in tradi-
tional media has demonstrated that message ordering influ-
ences ad persuasion (Brunel and Nelson 2003; Rhodes et al.
1979), and similar results have been shown in online envi-
ronments. Hoque and Lohse (1999) find that consumers are
more likely to choose advertisements near the beginning of
an online directory than they are when using paper direc-
tories. Ansari and Mela (2003) find that the higher position
of links in an e-mail campaign can lead to higher probabil-
ity of clicking. Johnson et al. (2004) find that consumers
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searched fewer than two stores during a typical search ses-
sion. Similarly, Brynjolfsson, Dick, and Smith (2009) find
that only 9% of shopbot users select offers beyond the first
page. In general, because of the cognitive costs associated
with evaluating alternatives, consumers often focus on a
small set of results (Montgomery et al. 2004).

Search engines can also be viewed as tools that aid con-
sumer decision making. Häubl and Trifts (2000) find that
the use of decision aids reduces the size of consumers’ con-
sideration sets but improves the quality of both their consid-
eration sets and the ultimate purchase decision in an online
shopping environment. This again suggests that consumers
are likely to evaluate only a few sponsored search results
because they might expect that the results are in decreas-
ing order of relevance. In this regard, Feng, Bhargava, and
Pennock (2007) find evidence of an exponential decrease
in the number of clicks for an advertisement with its rank
and attribute this to decay in user attention.

Click behavior also depends on the type of consumer.
Online consumers include both buying consumers and
information seekers (Moe 2003; Moe and Fader 2004;
Montgomery et al. 2004). Moe (2003) shows that con-
sumers with high purchase intent tend to be focused in
their search, targeting a few products and categories than
consumers with low purchase intent, who tend to have
broad search patterns. Using path analysis, Montgomery
et al. (2004) show that consumers with directed search
have a higher probability of purchase. Urbany, Dicksoti,
and Wilkie (1989) show that consumers with greater uncer-
tainty about information for alternatives are likely to search
less, while consumers with uncertainty about choice search
more. Brucks (1985) and Srinivasan and Ratchford (1991)
show that product knowledge increases search. Similarly,
Moorthy, Ratchford, and Talukdar (1997) show that con-
sumers with low expertise are likely to search less. A sim-
ilar pattern is likely in sponsored search: Consumers may
be heterogeneous in their purchase intent, expertise, and
resulting search behavior. The keywords consumers use
can potentially reflect their underlying purchase intent and
expertise. For example, a common belief in the industry is
that the use of more specific keywords may reflect a higher
proportion of buyers than the use of less specific keywords.
White and Morris (2007) and White, Dumais, and Teevan
(2009) confirm that advanced users submit longer, more
specific queries and click further down the search results.
Therefore, we expect that more specific keywords are asso-
ciated with deeper search (i.e., generate clicks at lower
positions) than are less specific keywords.

Advertiser revenues depend on both clicks and conver-
sion probability. One possibility is that position has no
impact on purchase probability conditional on clicking.
Some studies show that consumers tend to deemphasize pre-
screening information in their search process (Chakravarti,
Janiszewski, and Ulkumen 2006; Diel, Kornish, and Lynch
2003). This suggests that the criteria used for selecting an
advertisement may not affect the final order as much as
information obtained after visiting the associated website.
Thus, if a consumer discounts all prescreening information
and buys from the website that maximizes his or her utility,
conversion rate may be independent of ad position.

Alternatively, consumers may form expectations that
advertisements are arranged in decreasing order of relevance

or quality and may therefore prefer to buy from a website in
the top position. This is likely in sponsored search because
consumers are accustomed to relevance-based ordering of
nonsponsored results. Sequential evaluation can also influ-
ence conversion performance. In sponsored search, con-
sumers most likely cannot perfectly recall product informa-
tion from all visited websites, as they may need to view sev-
eral pages across each website to get to the product of inter-
est. Traditional advertising studies have demonstrated pri-
macy effects in the recall of brand and product information
(e.g., Pieters and Bijmolt 1997). Both these factors (expec-
tation of relevance ordering and primacy in evaluation) can
result in a conversion rate that decreases with position.

Finally, Wyer and Srull (1986) show recency effects under
conditions of high information load. Wedel and Pieters
(2000) also find a recency effect in the recall of advertise-
ments in a print magazine. Häubl, Benedict, and Bas (2010)
show that in the context of sequential choice, consumers
are disproportionately influenced by the attractiveness of
the most recently evaluated product. This suggests that the
consumers who are likely to buy are more likely to do so
from the website they evaluate last rather than the website
they evaluate early in their sequential search. In addition,
if top positions draw clicks from both information seek-
ers and buyers and lower positions draw clicks primarily
from buyers, the lower positions may be associated with
higher conversion rates. Brooks’s (2004) industry report
suggests that click-to-order probability increases with posi-
tion for low-volume search advertisements and decreases
for high-volume search advertisements and that low-volume
search advertisements are associated with very specific key-
words. In summary, there is conflicting prior work regarding
whether conversion rate is independent of, decreases with,
or increases with position.

Sponsored Search Markets

Existing work in sponsored search has focused on auc-
tion design, consumer behavior, and advertiser strategy. In
terms of work on auction design, Edelman, Ostrovsky, and
Schwarz (2007) and Varian (2007) compute the equilib-
riums of the generalized second price sponsored search
auction and demonstrate that the auction, unlike the
Vickrey–Clarke–Groves mechanism, is not incentive com-
patible. Thus, advertisers will bid strategically in these auc-
tions. Edelman and Ostrovsky (2007) examine paid search
auction data and find evidence of strategic bidder behavior.
Feng, Bhargava, and Pennock (2007) and Weber and Zhang
(2007) compare the performance of various ad-ranking
mechanisms, finding that a yield-optimized auction, with
rankings based on a combination of the submitted bid and
ad relevance, maximizes revenue to the search engine.

Recent empirical studies have modeled consumer choice
in sponsored search. Rutz and Bucklin (2010) show that
there is a spillover effect from generic keywords to branded
keywords, in which searches using generic keywords may
not generate immediate sales but may instead drive future
searches and sales using branded keywords. The authors
focus only on conversions associated with branded key-
words. In our sample, there are more direct conversions
than conversions due to a sequence of keywords. Further-
more, Rutz and Bucklin refer to branded keywords as those
that take the consumer to the site of the brand. For a
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retailer, these are typically keywords with the retailer brand
name. There is typically no (or very limited) competi-
tion for such keywords, and thus ad position is irrelevant
for such keywords. Consequently, although the study ana-
lyzes consumer click and conversion behavior in sponsored
search, Rutz and Bucklin do not study the effect of ad posi-
tion on revenues and profitability, and their study does not
help answer our research question. Ghose and Yang (2009)
model clicks and orders and show that profits can be non-
monotonic in position due to poor bid efficiency of key-
words at higher positions. They find that both CTRs and
conversion rates decrease with position. They also study the
effect of keyword characteristics such as the presence of
national brand information. Their study focuses on a wide
range of positions, and Ghose and Yang do not separately
evaluate differences between the top few positions. This, in
turn, drives several differences in our results, as we explain
subsequently.

In terms of work on advertiser strategies, several recent
studies have focused on optimal bidding strategies for adver-
tisers (Cary et al. 2007; Feldman et al. 2007; Hosanagar
and Cherapanov 2008). These studies present optimization
models to compute the bids for all keywords in an adver-
tiser’s portfolio to maximize advertiser profits subject to a
budget constraint. The models capture the notion that a high
bid ensures a top position and therefore generates a large
volume of clicks but correspondingly incurs a high CPC.
However, none of these studies explicitly investigate the
impact of ad position on advertiser revenues and profitabil-
ity. Ganchev et al. (2007) evaluate bids submitted in spon-
sored search auctions and find that bids decay exponentially
with position. Arbatskaya (2007) studies equilibrium pric-
ing in markets with ordered search for homogenous goods
and shows that equilibrium prices and profits decrease in the
order of search. The results provide a theoretical explanation
for the decay in bids with position based on the observation
that revenues decay with position.

In summary, prior research reveals two themes. First,
the literature on consumer search behavior suggests that ad
position is likely to influence consumer response, but the
overall impact on advertiser revenues is ambiguous because
the impact of ad position on conversion rates is not clear.
Second, recent work in sponsored search has emphasized
the need for advertisers to track the bid efficiency of var-
ious ad positions. These studies confirm that CTRs decay
with ad position but indicate that costs also decay. In other
words, the net effect on profits is not easily predictable.
Thus, the net impact of position on revenues and prof-
itability is an open and managerially significant research
question, which we address with the current study.

FIELD EXPERIMENT AND DATA

We generated our main data set through a field experi-
ment for a sponsored search ad campaign on Google for an
online retailer of pet products. The data were generated by
submitting randomized bids for 68 keywords and measuring
consumer response in terms of clicks and orders at different
ad positions for the keywords. We chose the keywords ran-
domly from a set of keywords in the campaign related to
food products that had generated orders in the past for the
retailer. Google allows advertisers to use “broad,” “exact,”

or “phrase” matches for their keywords (for more informa-
tion, see http://adwords.google.com). An exact or a phrase
match ensures that the search query contains the keywords
in the same order and thus indicates a better match with
the consumer’s search intention. Therefore, we considered
only keywords with phrase and exact matches.

Our objective was to rotate the advertisements associ-
ated with the experimental keywords across multiple posi-
tions on the results page and measure consumer response
in terms of clicks and orders as a function of position.
Search engines use the advertiser’s bid and the advertise-
ment’s quality score to determine the position of an adver-
tisement. To influence the ranking, we randomly varied the
bids for these keywords. The bid range was wide enough
for each keyword to ensure that corresponding advertise-
ments could be placed in various slots available on the first
page.5 In addition, we ensured that the advertisement for a
keyword appears in a particular position for several days.
We retained the advertiser’s original ad copy for each key-
word and the associated landing page and did not change
them for the duration of the field experiment. We used no
other performance criteria to determine the bids. In our data
set, there are fewer than 100 observations for Positions 7
and lower; therefore, we restrict our analysis to the first
seven positions.6

The data set consists of 3187 observations of daily im-
pressions, clicks, and orders for 68 keywords over a 45-day
period from June 2009 to July 2009. Table 1 provides sum-
mary statistics. Note that the observations represent daily
aggregate data for advertisements corresponding to the sam-
ple keywords for our advertiser, and the data set is typical of
the information received by advertisers in sponsored search.
We do not have information on the performance of compet-
ing advertisements or detailed information on how an indi-
vidual consumer makes a choice during a search session.
In addition, the position reported for any keyword is the
average position on a given day. The position of an adver-
tisement can vary within a day because the set of advertis-
ers may be different for different queries associated with a
keyword. For example, the advertisement for the keyword

5We used Google’s keyword tool to determine the range of bids for
each keyword.

6Several studies (e.g., Brynjolfsson, Dick, and Smith 2009; Johnson
et al. 2004) have shown that consumer search depth is limited. For exam-
ple, Sherman’s (2006) survey shows that the vast majority of consumers
do not search beyond the first page of search results.

Table 1
KEYWORD PERFORMANCE SUMMARY STATISTICS

Variable M SD Minimum Maximum

Impressions 73 132 1 11092
Clicks 1014 201 0 24
Orders 002 016 0 3
Average position 305 1022 1 6
Bid 052 03 005 2
Size 2033 09 1 4
Brand 075 044 0 1
Specificity 081 068 0 2
LQScore 709 039 6 10
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“red dress” may be shown if the consumer types “red party
dress” or “red dress.” The competitors and their bids may
be different for these two queries, causing the position to
vary. By eliminating keywords with a “broad” match, we
eliminate a major source of such intraday variation in posi-
tion. Moreover, our results hold for the subset of keywords
with an “exact” match. An advertisement for a keyword with
an exact match is shown only if the query is exactly the
same as that keyword, and thus the competitors are fixed for
such keywords. Another reason the position may vary is that
competitors may change their bids several times within a
day. Although firms change their bids periodically, typically
weekly and sometimes even daily, we do not find significant
intraday variation in ad position for keywords with exact
and phrase match.7

SIMULTANEOUS MODEL OF CLICKS,
CONVERSIONS, AND AD POSITION

Consider an advertiser placing bids for a keyword to
ensure that its advertisements are visible in the list of
sponsored results for a query related to that keyword. The
search engine uses this bid and expected ad performance
to determine the ad position in the list of sponsored search
results. Consumers see the advertisements, decide to click
on particular ones, and subsequently choose whether to
make a purchase. We simultaneously model consumers’
click-through and conversion behavior as well as the search
engine’s keyword ranking decision for the advertisement.

The advertiser receives aggregated information on a daily
basis from the search engine regarding the number of
impressions the advertisement for the keyword received, the
average position of the advertisement, and the number of
times it was clicked. The advertiser is also able to record
daily orders that were generated for each search engine
keyword. Competitive information is not available to the
advertiser. The advertiser’s expected profit from a keyword
as a function of ad position n is as follows:

Ï4n5 = I ×
[

CTR4n5×CONV4n5(1)

×RPO − CTR4n5×CPC4n5
]

1

where I is the expected number of ad impressions, CTR(n)
is the click-through rate, or the fraction of ad impressions
that generate clicks; CONV(n) is the conversion rate per
click, or the fraction of clicks that generate orders (given n);
RPO is the revenue per order; and CPC(n) is the average
cost per click charged to an advertiser assigned to posi-
tion n. We assume that the number of impressions is inde-
pendent of the position of the advertisements. We make a
few assumptions in Equation 1. First, the equation assumes
that the expected number of impressions, I, is independent
of ad position. This assumption is reasonable for the top
few positions that appear on the first page of search results.
However, for ad positions in subsequent pages, the number
of impressions is clearly lower because consumers rarely
evaluate advertisements beyond the first page. Our main

7We separately verified this for our sample keywords by monitoring
the relative ad positions across multiple queries in a day. For the key-
words with a phrase match, we used a large set of queries that had been
associated with these keywords in the past several months.

analysis focuses on the top ad positions that appear in the
first page, and impressions do not seem to depend heavily
on position for these top positions.

A more critical assumption is that the revenues from
an order are independent of ad position. Specifically, the
advertiser’s prices and costs associated with selling the
products are independent of ad position. In our main anal-
ysis based on random assignment of ad positions, we kept
prices constant for all the products. Thus, our analysis
ensures that the customers are not influenced by difference
in product prices for different positions. In addition, for our
analysis of a secondary data set from the field, we veri-
fied that product prices were independent of ad positions.
However, it is possible that advertisers endogenize product
prices on the basis of different ad positions. For example,
if consumers search sequentially and end their search early
because of high search costs, advertisers may be able to
charge a higher price for their product at the top position.
The changes in prices may also affect consumers’ click and
purchase behavior. This would affect the firm’s revenue and
profit as a function of position; however, this is outside the
scope of our analysis. We now discuss how we model each
of the components of the profit equation.

CTR per Impression

Our unit of analysis is a keyword because the search
engine auction is keyword specific. Keyword characteristics
are an indication of the underlying search behavior, which
varies across consumers. For example, the keyword “shirt”
is less specific and indicates an initial stage of information
search, whereas more specific keywords such as “Levi’s
shirt” and “formal blue shirt” indicate a more advanced
and directed stage of information search. To account for
these differences across keywords, we capture how specific
a keyword is using two measures: specificity and brand.
The specificity of a keyword is based on the nearness of
its landing page to a product. Advertisers organize their
websites hierarchically to accommodate the search intent
of users and to reduce their search cost. Various levels in
the hierarchy represent product categories, subcategories,
and products. For example, Figure 2 shows the hierarchy
for men’s clothing in a representative website. When con-
sumers are routed through a search engine, the landing
page coincides with a level in the website hierarchy chosen
according to the search intent of the consumer as reflected
in the keyword. We define specificity as the level in the
product hierarchy of the advertiser. For example, a top level
such as “men’s clothing” would have a specificity value
of 0, a second level such as “shirts” would have a speci-
ficity value of 1, and so on.

A keyword can also represent the national brand prefer-
ence of the consumer. For example, the keyword “Levi’s
jeans” would indicate that the consumer has a preference
for the Levi’s brand and is further along in his or her
search. We use a dummy variable to represent the presence
of national brand information in the keyword. In addition
to brand and specificity, there can be other variables that
capture keyword characteristics. For example, the presence
of retailer information captures preference for the retailer.
However, in our data sets, there is no competition for such
keywords, which results in a single ad position when these
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Figure 2
HIERARCHY FOR MEN’S CLOTHING WEBSITE

Home Page

ShirtsPants Jeans

Casual
Dress

Standard
Loose BootCasual Dress Short

Sleeve

Work Relaxed
Fit Khakhis

$44.50

Straight Fit
Melange Pants
$29.99–$49.50

Relaxed Fit Pinstriped
Casual Pants

$43.50

keywords are used. Although this may enable us to mea-
sure performance of such keywords compared with other
keywords, it is not within the scope of this research study.
Another variable that has been used in prior studies is the
size of the keyword, which indicates the number of words
in the keyword. This can capture additional aspects of con-
sumer preference. However, this variable is redundant for
our main data set because the information is already cap-
tured in specificity and brand variables. We use this variable
in our secondary data set for another retailer.

Each keyword has its own set of competing advertisers.
Consumers form an expectation of advertiser quality on the
basis of their familiarity with the advertiser and the qual-
ity of the advertisement compared with other advertisers.
We proxy for this perceived quality using a measure of
relative quality, called the “listed quality score,” or LQS-
core, maintained by the search engine and available to the
advertiser (see http://adwords.google.com/support/aw/bin/
answer.py?hl=en&answer=6111). This measure of quality
represents the click propensity of an advertiser and is based
on several metrics such as the relative click performance
of the advertiser for the keyword, the relative overall click
performance of the advertiser, the relative quality of the
advertisement, and the relevance of the advertisement to the
keyword. There are other unobservable characteristics asso-
ciated with a keyword that can influence consumer choice;
for example, the regular search results are different for dif-
ferent keywords.

We use a hierarchical model to capture the effect of key-
word characteristics. This provides a flexible random com-
ponent specification, enabling us to incorporate observable
and unobservable keyword-specific heterogeneity given the
limited observations for each keyword. Hierarchical mod-
els are commonly used to draw inferences on individual-
level characteristics (Rossi and Allenby 2003). Hierarchical
Bayesian models have also been used to study sponsored
search data with keyword as a unit of analysis (Ghose and
Yang 2009; Yang and Ghose 2010).

We assume an i.i.d. extreme value distribution of the
error term for individual choices and use a logit model to
represent the click probability for a keyword k at time t as
follows:

åCTR
k1t =

exp4UCTR
kt 5

1 + exp4UCTR
kt 5

1(2)

where UCTR
kt is the latent utility of clicking. This depends

on the position of the advertisement and the expected ad
quality. For a keyword k at time t, this latent utility for a
can be expressed as follows:

UCTR
kt = Èk

0 + Èk
1Poskt + È2 AdQualitykt(3)

+
∑

d

Äd
ktÈDOWd

+ ÈTime Timekt + ØÈkt1

Èk
= ãÈzk + uÈ

k1uÈ
k ∼ N401vÈ51 where Èk

= 6Èk
01 È

k
171

where Pos represents the position of the advertisement in
sponsored search results and AdQuality is the expected
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quality of the advertisement (proxied by LQScore, as noted
previously); zk represents keyword-specific characteristics:
brand and specificity; ãÈ is a matrix capturing the rela-
tionship between the keyword characteristics and the mean
values of coefficients; uÈ

k represents the unobservable het-
erogeneity for the random coefficients, which we assume
are normally distributed with a mean 0 and covariance
matrix VÂ; and ØÈkt represents the time-varying unobserved
keyword attributes that are common for all consumers.
Buying patterns can change during the week, and we use
day-of-the-week dummies to control for this: Äd

kt. We also
control for the time dynamics of the auction using a time
variable Timekt.

Conversion Rate per Click (CONV)

Next we discuss the model for conversion rate, CONV(n),
another key input into the advertiser’s profit function pre-
sented in Equation 1. Assuming an i.i.d. extreme value dis-
tribution of the error term for individual choices, we can
express the conversion probability as follows:

åCONV
kt =

exp4UCONV
kt 5

1 + exp4UCONV
kt 5

1(4)

where UCONV
kt is the latent utility of conversion, which

may depend on the position of the advertisement. For a
keyword k at time t, we can express this latent utility
as follows:

UCONV
kt = Âk

0 +Âk
1Poskt +

∑

d

Äd
ktÂDOWd

+ÂTime Timekt + Ø
Â
kt1(5)

Âk
= ãÂzk + uÂ

k 1uÂ
k ∼ N401VÂ51 where Âk

= 6Âk
01 Â

k
170

We have controls for time and a constant term similar to the
CTR model and similar to that of Ghose and Yang (2009)
and Yang and Ghose (2010).

Ad Position

The search engine determines the position of an adver-
tisement for a keyword according to the product of the
current bid and the advertisement’s quality compared with
competing advertisements. As we mentioned previously,
this relative quality measure is the quality score and is avail-
able to the advertisers as the LQScore (see http://adwords
.google.com/support/aw/bin/answer.py?hl=en&answer=6111,
https://adwords.google.com/support/aw/bin/answer.pyanswer
=100305, and https://adwords.google.com/support/aw/bin/
answer.py?hl=en&answer=115967). The dependence of
ad position on bid and past performance introduces two
sources of endogeneity related to the advertiser’s decision
and the search engine’s decision. Advertisers can influence
the position by changing their bids. In particular, adver-
tisers might choose bids to obtain positions that yield the
best performance for them. As a consequence, position
is endogenously determined. Furthermore, search engines
might assign advertisers to specific positions that yield the
search engine the highest revenues.

To correct for the resulting bias, we must account for the
advertiser’s bid choices as well as the position the search
engine assigns. In our setup, we randomized bids for the
sample keywords. Thus, the advertiser did not control the
bids during the field experiment, taking away any strate-
gic effect of our advertiser. Using a wide range of random

bids also ensures that even if other advertisers are bidding
using their own objective functions, the advertisements in
our experiment are exposed to consumers over a wide range
of positions.

Position can also be endogenous because search engines
use ad performance data to compute an advertisement’s
position. To account for this, we explicitly model the search
engine’s decision. We express the ad position for a key-
word k at time t as follows:

Poskt ∝ Ñk
0 4Bidk1t5

Ñk
1 4LQScorek1t5

Ñz 0(6)

Note that the position of the advertisement is the daily aver-
age position and is a continuous variable. The functional
form ensures that the bid and the LQScore are required to
determine the rank and explicitly incorporates the provision
that the ad position is not randomized even if advertiser
bids are random. To account for the effect of competition,
we also use the maximum competitive bid, CompBid, for
each keyword, which can be obtained from Google’s key-
word tool (see https://adwords.google.com/select/Keyword
ToolExternal). Substituting, taking the log, and using con-
trols for day and time, we obtain the following:

ln4Poskt5 = Ák
0 +Ák

1 ln4Bidk1t5+Á2 ln4LQScorek1t5(7)

+Á3 CompBidkt +
∑

d

Äd
k1tÁDOWd

+ÁTime Timekt + ØÁkt1

with Ák
= ãÁzk + uÁ

k and uÁ
k ∼ N401VÁ50

Finally, because the position of the advertisement depends
on the search engine’s decision and is endogenous, the
unobservable time-varying keyword attributes for the equa-
tions representing consumer decisions will be correlated
with the error term for the equation representing the search
engine decision. As such, we use the following distribution
to account for correlation between the error terms for CTR,
conversion rate, and position equations:









ØÈkt

Ø
Â
kt

ØÁkt









∼ N401ì51 where ì =









ì11 ì12 ì13

ì21 ì22 ì23

ì31 ì32 ì33









0(8)

Identification

The preceding set of simultaneous equations represents
a triangular system that has been addressed in classical
econometrics studies (Greene 1999; Hausman 1975; Lahiri
and Schmidt 1978) and in Bayesian econometrics (Zellner
1962). We can represent it as follows:

UCTR
kt = f4Position1X11 ØÈkt51

UCONV
kt = f4Position1X21 ØÂkt51 and

Position = f4X31 ØÁkt50

In this construction, position is endogenous, and variables
X1–X3 are exogenous. Identification is possible because
rank is completely determined by the exogenous variables
bid and LQScore. In our setting, bid for each keyword is
randomized by the experiment. LQScore is a value that the
search engine internally calculates for each keyword, and
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it remains stable for the short period unless the advertisers
change their advertisements or landing pages to influence
the quality score. Rank, in turn, influences click and con-
version performance. Thus, the rank and order conditions
are satisfied for identification purposes (Greene 1999).

Lahiri and Schmidt (1978) show that the parameter
estimates for a triangular system can be fully identified
using generalized least squares. Hausman (1975) shows
that the likelihood function for a triangular system is the
same as for seemingly unrelated regressions. Zellner (1962)
addresses triangular systems from a Bayesian point of view
and shows that the posterior probability distribution func-
tion is the same as in a seemingly unrelated regressions
setting. Triangular systems have been estimated using the
classical approach (Godes and Mayzlin 2004) and, more
recently, in sponsored search using the Bayesian approach
(Ghose and Yang 2009; Yang and Ghose 2010).

We estimated the model using a Bayesian approach,
applying Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) sampling
because of the nonlinear characteristics of our model (Rossi
and Allenby 2005). (We discuss the priors and conditional
posteriors of this model in the Appendix.) For the hier-
archical Bayesian models, we ran the MCMC simulation
for 80,000 draws, discarding the first 40,000 as burn-in.
To ensure that our parameter estimates were accurate, we
simulated the clicks, orders, bids, and positions using our
estimates. By repeating the estimation with this simulated
data set, we were able to recover our parameter estimates,
indicating that our parameters are fully identified.

RESULTS

CTR

Table 2 provides the mean values for the posterior dis-
tribution of the ãÈ matrix and the estimates for VÈ from
Equation 3. The coefficient for Pos is negative and signif-
icant, indicating that click performance decays with posi-
tion. In addition, the brand and the keyword specificity have
no significant impact on the click performance of keywords
or its rate of decay with position. Although more specific
keywords are, on average, associated with a higher CTR

Table 2
ESTIMATES FOR THE CTR

Intercept Brand Specificity

Const −3087 (.25)∗∗
−.45 (.31) 002 (.21)

Pos −039 (.06)∗∗ .04 (.13) 004 (.09)
LQScore 014 (.03)∗∗

Day 1 001 (.06)
Day 2 0001 (.06)
Day 3 −009 (.07)
Day 4 −013 (.07)
Day 5 −018 (.05)∗

Day 6 −01 (.09)
Time −001 (.001)∗∗

VÈ Const Pos

Const 076 (.15)∗∗
−.18 (.05)∗∗

Pos .16 (.03)∗∗

∗Statistically significant at 5%.
∗∗Statistically significant at 1%.

Figure 3
CTR AS A FUNCTION OF POSITION FOR SAMPLE KEYWORDS
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and a lower rate of decay with position, these coefficients
are not significant. Figure 3 shows the mean CTR for the
first five positions for a few sample keywords with different
combinations of brand and specificity values. We used the
posterior distribution of the keyword parameter estimates
to calculate the CTR for these keywords.

Conversion Rate

Table 3 provides the mean values for the posterior dis-
tribution of the ãÂ matrix and the estimates for VÂ from
Equation 5. Not accounting for brand and specificity, the
coefficient for Pos is positive and significant, indicating
that, on average, conversion rate increases with position.
Thus, we conclude that ad position has an impact on con-
version rate, suggesting that the serious buyers are visiting
the lower positions more than information seekers and are
buying from these positions. Brand information does not
seem to have a significant impact on either conversion rate
or the rate at which conversion rate decays with position.
In contrast, the specificity of the keyword seems to have

Table 3
ESTIMATES FOR THE CONV

Intercept Brand Specificity

Const −2051 (.22)∗∗∗ 016 (.36) −054 (.25)∗∗

Pos 039 (.06)∗∗∗ 02 (.14) 02 (.1)∗∗

Day 1 −046 (.06)∗∗∗

Day 2 −04 (.09)∗∗∗

Day 3 −028 (.06)∗∗∗

Day 4 −01 (.07)
Day 5 −013 (.07)∗

Day 6 008 (.07)
Time 001 (.001)∗∗∗

VÂ Const Pos

Const 093 (.2)∗∗∗
−004 (.06)

Pos 015 (.03)∗∗∗

∗Statistically significant at 10%.
∗∗Statistically significant at 5%.
∗∗∗Statistically significant at 1%.
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a significant impact. The increase in conversion rate with
position seems to be far more prominent for more specific
keywords. Notably, Brooks’s (2004, p. 4) industry report
observes that “conversion rates for low volume keywords
may very well increase as rank falls.” Given that more spe-
cific keywords in our data set are associated with lower
search volume, our study is the first to formally verify their
observation.

Our results suggest that buying consumers visit lower
positions more than information-seeking consumers do.
This finding appears to contradict the work of Ghose and
Yang (2009), whose results suggest that conversion rate
decreases with position. However, Ghose and Yang eval-
uate their results with a large range of positions (1–131)
compared with our study, which investigates only the top
seven positions. Very low conversion rates at the low posi-
tions they study might drive these differences. Although
our primary data set does not have sufficient data for such
low positions, we conducted an additional analysis with our
secondary data set with a wider range of positions. We find
that the strong increasing trend disappears, and overall con-
version rate is independent of ad position. This suggests
that although serious buyers are likely to visit the top few
positions, they do not visit very low positions and that the
effect on conversion rate over a wider range of positions
may be nonmonotonic. It also shows that a clear and sig-
nificant trend for the top positions can be masked by using
a large number of positions.

An additional driver of the differences may be the dif-
ferences in the type of retailers studied. Ghose and Yang
(2009) study a large Fortune 500 retailer with several hun-
dred retail stores, whereas the retailers in our study are
pure online retailers. It is possible that the actual conver-
sion behavior is not fully captured for the retailer in Ghose
and Yang’s study because consumers are making purchases
in the physical store after an online search.

Figure 4 shows the mean conversion rate for the top posi-
tions of a few sample keywords with different combinations
of brand and specificity values. We use the posterior distri-
bution of the keyword parameter estimates to calculate the

Figure 4
CONV AS A FUNCTION OF POSITION FOR SAMPLE
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Table 4
ESTIMATES FOR THE AD POSITION

Intercept Brand Specificity

Const 053 (.26)∗
−004 (.12) 009 (.02)

Bid −038 (.05)∗∗ 007 (.1) −004 (.02)
LQScore −027 (.09)∗∗

Comp_Bid 01 (.04)∗∗

Day 1 002 (.02)
Day 2 0001 (.02)
Day 3 003 (.02)
Day 4 002 (.02)
Day 5 005 (.02)∗∗

Day 6 0001 (.02)
Time 0001 (.001)

VÁ Const Bid

Const 033 (.06)∗∗ 0001 (.03)
Bid 015 (.03)∗∗

∗Statistically significant at 5%.
∗∗Statistically significant at 1%.

conversion rate for these keywords. The figure illustrates
how conversion rate increases with position, and the effect
is more pronounced for specific keywords.

Ad Position

Table 4 provides the mean values for the posterior dis-
tribution of the ãÁ matrix and the estimates for VÁ from
Equation 7. In these results, higher bids lead to a higher
current position. Similarly, a higher LQScore leads to
higher current position. This is reasonable because both
bid and LQScore are the primary inputs used to compute
ad rank, and higher values should move the ad higher
in the list of results. A higher maximum competitive bid
also leads to a lower current position, which is reasonable
because it indicates that higher competing bids would lower
the advertiser’s rank.

Finally, Table 5 shows covariance between unobservables
for CTR, CONV, and ad positions from Equation 8. Covari-
ance between the unobservables for CONV and CTR is sig-
nificant. This indicates that the unknown factors influencing
consumer clicks also influence the subsequent conversion
behavior. The covariance between the unobservables for
CONV and position is statistically significant. Similarly,
covariance between the unobservables for CTR and posi-
tion is statistically significant. This correlation between the
error terms for CONV and CTR with the error term for ad
position shows that position is endogenous, and the pro-
posed simultaneous equation model helps capture the endo-
geneity effect.

Table 5
ESTIMATES FOR THE COVARIANCE MATRIX ì

CONV CTR Pos

CONV 04 (.04)∗∗
−019 (.02)∗∗

−002 (.01)∗

CTR −019 (.02)∗∗ 027 (.02)∗∗ 0013 (.006)∗

Pos −002 (.01)∗ 0013 (.006)∗ 008 (.001)∗∗

∗Statistically significant at 5%.
∗∗Statistically significant at 1%.
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Revenue as a Function of Position

To determine the overall effect of position on revenue,
we calculated revenue using the posterior distribution of
the CTR and CONV coefficients for each keyword (assum-
ing a $10 average value of the associated products). We
found that revenue increases with position for keywords
with high specificity. Note that conversion rate may be
increasing with position if the top positions are drawing
relatively more information seekers than serious buyers.
However, this cannot by itself cause revenues to increase
with position. A potential explanation is that serious buy-
ers, who are using more specific keywords, show a recency
bias and ultimately buy from lower positions. That is, these
consumers may be evaluating multiple advertisements and,
because of a recency bias, are more likely to buy from our
advertiser when they evaluate its advertisement at a lower
position. Figure 5 shows revenue as a function of position
for the top positions for a few sample keywords with dif-
ferent combinations of brand and specificity values.

Profitability as a Function of Position

We expect CPC to decay with position. Therefore, it
follows that the top position is not the most profitable
for keywords with higher revenue for lower positions. To
assess the impact of ad position on profitability for other
keywords, we need to know the impact of position on
the cost of the keywords. Therefore, we use the relation-
ship between the search engine rank and the advertiser’s
bid (Equation 7) to determine the cost. For a given bid
and position j, we assume that the actual CPC is the bid
for position j + 1.8 We use the posterior distribution of
the parameter estimates for CONV, CTR, and the position
equations to compute profits for each keyword for the top

8The actual cost for position j is determined using a generalized second
price auction and depends on the bid and the position adjusted CTR of
the advertiser in position j + 1. Our calculation assumes that the position
adjusted CTR of the advertiser in position j + 1 is same as that for our
advertiser. This is an approximation for convenience.

Figure 5
REVENUE PER IMPRESSION AS A FUNCTION OF POSITION

FOR SAMPLE KEYWORDS
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positions using Equation 1. Figure 6 shows the mean val-
ues for some sample keywords with various combinations
of brand and specificity. We find that for our advertiser,
lower ad positions generate higher profit for almost all the
keywords, because cost decays at a faster rate than revenue.
There has been some evidence (Kitts and LeBlanc 2004)
that bid efficiency is not the highest for the top position.
Recently, Ghose and Yang (2009) have established similar
results for bid efficiency. Our results also indicate that the
top positions may not always be profitable and, moreover,
may not maximize revenue in the first place.

Robustness of Results

In this subsection, we outline several steps we took to
evaluate the robustness of these results. Because of space
constraints, we present only the high-level description for
alternative model specifications and the spillover effect.
(For detailed descriptions of the related models along
with the estimates, see the Web Appendix at http://www.
marketingpower.com/jmrdec11.)

Model without keyword heterogeneity. We evaluated an
alternate model without keyword heterogeneity and com-
pared it with our original model using Bayes factors. We
used harmonic mean (Newton and Raftery 1994) to cal-
culate the log-marginal density based on the MCMC out-
put. We report log-marginal densities and the Bayes factors
in Table 6. Using Bayes factors, we find strong evidence
supporting our model with keyword heterogeneity (Bayes
factor = 86).

Holdout sample analysis. We attempted to verify the pre-
diction accuracy of our results using a holdout sample. To
do this, we used data for the first four weeks as the estima-
tion sample and data for the remaining two weeks as the
holdout sample. We used mean absolute percentage error
(MAPE) for daily CTR and CONV values at the aggregate
and the keyword levels. Table 7 reports error values, which
indicate that the model prediction accuracy is similar for
both the estimation and the holdout samples. This suggests
that our model estimates are robust.

Figure 6
PROFIT PER IMPRESSION AS A FUNCTION OF POSITION FOR
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Table 6
PREDICTION ACCURACY AND FIT FOR DIFFERENT MODELS

CTR Fit (MAPE) CONV Fit (MAPE)
Log-Marginal Log-Bayes Factor

Models Density Main Model Versus Aggregate Keyword Aggregate Keyword

Main model −17,851 .45 .43 .28 .27
Model with rank dummies −17,868 17 .44 .43 .25 .25
Model without keyword heterogeneity −17,937 86 .49 .49 .36 .35

Notes: MAPE = mean absolute percentage error. Aggregate MAPE is the average MAPE across all data points. Keyword MAPE is the average of the
average MAPE for different keywords.

Alternative model specification. Because our position
values for a keyword advertisement are averaged on a daily
basis, it is possible that the actual clicks and conversions
could have occurred at a higher position in a manner that is
not reflected in the daily averages. If so, this would imply
that the value of higher positions in driving clicks and
conversions are underestimated. However, this is unlikely
because the actual positions demonstrate limited intraday
variation in our data set. To further test for the impact of a
bias, we used an alternative approach in which we rounded
the average position values to the nearest lower integer. We
used position dummies in this model to reflect these integer
values. We found that the results hold for this alternative
model specification. Table 6 compares the model fit for
this model with the original mode. (for detailed descrip-
tions along with the estimates, see the Web Appendix at
http://www.marketingpower.com/jmrdec11).

Spillover effect. It is possible that a keyword can gener-
ate clicks and consumer awareness on the initial search and
the consumer can return to the website later using differ-
ent keywords to purchase the product. This is commonly
referred to as a spillover effect (Rutz and Bucklin 2010).
If clicks associated with higher positions have greater
spillover value than clicks from lower positions, this can
potentially confound our results. In additional analysis, we
found that there is limited spillover between keywords in
our sample. We found that there are keywords in our sam-
ple that assist the order generation process for other key-
words not in our sample (e.g., keywords with the retailer’s
name) but that position has no impact on the ability of
the keywords to assist other keywords in generating orders;
that is, although keywords have spillover value, it is not
affected by ad position.

Analysis for another retailer. We ran a similar analysis
for another retailer as an additional robustness test for our
results. In this case, we use archival data for a random

Table 7
PREDICTION ACCURACY FOR ESTIMATION AND HOLDOUT

SAMPLES

CTR Fit (MAPE) CONV Fit (MAPE)

Models Aggregate Keyword Aggregate Keyword

Estimation sample .45 .43 .27 .26
Holdout sample .44 .45 .29 .28

Notes: MAPE = mean absolute percentage error. Aggregate MAPE is
the average MAPE across all data points. Keyword MAPE is the average
of the average MAPE for different keywords.

sample of 225 keywords from the advertising campaign
of a specialty women’s apparel online retailer. The data
set consists of daily impressions, clicks, and orders for the
sample keywords over a 90-day period from April 2007
to June 2007. In selecting the sample, we considered only
advertisements for high-specificity keywords that appeared
in the top five positions during this period. In addition,
because the retailer sells only its own brand, we do not
have a brand attribute for the keywords. Instead we use
keyword size (i.e., number of words in the keyword) to
capture additional details beyond specificity. For example,
“trendy urban men’s clothing” and “men’s clothing” both
have specificity 0, but the longer keyword conveys more
information about consumer preference. Table 8 provides
summary statistics for this data set.

An important difference compared with the analysis of
the main data set is that bids in this data set are not random-
ized. Rather, the advertiser selects the bids, and this deci-
sion is typically based on the past performance and future
expected performance for each keyword. Thus, bid choice
is endogenous, and we model the advertiser’s bid for each
keyword on a day as a function of past position and past
CPC for different positions. Ghose and Yang (2009) and
Yang and Ghose (2010) adopt a similar approach to account
for the advertiser’s bidding decision. We measure past per-
formance in terms of the performance over the previous
seven days.9 We use the following reduced form equation
to represent the bid for a keyword in the current period:

ln4Bidk1t5 = Ãk
0 +Ã1CPCk1t − 1 +Ã2Posk1t − 1 +

∑

d

Äd
k1tÃDOWd

(9)

+ÃTimeTimekt + Ø
Ã
kt1

Ãk
= ãÃzk + uÃ

k uÃ
k ∼ N401VÃ51

where Posk1t − 1 is the average position for keyword k for
the past seven days, and CPCk1t − 1 is the average CPC for
keyword k for the past seven days.

We use a log-normal representation because the bids are
nonnegative. Another difference compared with our pri-
mary data set is that the LQScore was not available for
this advertiser. Instead, we used average CTR for the key-
word for the past seven days as a proxy for LQScore. We

9The decision to use past seven days of data as a measure of past
performance was based on a bidding strategy described to us by the search
engine marketing firm that bids on behalf of the advertiser.
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Table 8
KEYWORD PERFORMANCE SUMMARY STATISTICS FOR

ANOTHER RETAILER

Variable M SD Minimum Maximum

Impressions 87 191 1 5,481
Clicks 2029 407 0 127
Orders 0016 016 0 5
Average position 2085 095 1 5
AdQuality (LQScore) 005 005 .001 .5
Bid 039 014 .05 .85
Size 301 083 1 5
Specificity 204 068 2 3
Average positiont − 1 3019 1017 1 7.9
CPCt − 1 02 013 0 .86
Comp_Bid 039 012 .1 1

used the following distribution to account for the corre-
lation between the error terms for CTR, CONV, bid, and
position:
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Tables 9–13 show our parameter estimates. On average,
the coefficient for Pos is negative for CTR (Table 9) and
positive for CONV (Table 10). This suggests that buy-
ing consumers using these keywords visit lower positions
more than the information seekers do. In addition, the inter-
action terms between position and size as well as posi-
tion and specificity are significant and positive for CONV
(Table 10). This suggests that conversion rate increases with
position for more specific keywords and for longer key-
words. Using the posterior distribution for CTR and CONV,
we find that the revenue for these keywords increases with
position for the range of positions in our sample. This
suggests that for specific keywords and longer keywords,
consumers are more likely to buy immediately when the
advertisement appears in a lower position than when it is
at the topmost position.

Table 9
PARAMETER ESTIMATES FOR CTR FOR ANOTHER RETAILER

Intercept Size Specificity

Const −30534 (.717)∗∗ 0302 (.078)∗∗
−0346 (.124)∗∗

Pos −0125 (.039)∗∗
−0031 (.021) 0029 (.029)

CTR 40249 (.402)∗∗

Day 1 0025 (.021)
Day 2 −0008 (.028)
Day 3 −0009 (.023)
Day 4 −0048 (.026)∗

Day 5 −0024 (.03)
Day 6 −0013 (.031)
Time −0004 (.00)∗∗

VÈ Const Pos

Const 10295 (.165)∗∗
−0168 (.028)∗∗

Pos 005 (.008)∗∗

∗Statistically significant at 10%.
∗∗Statistically significant at 1%.

Table 10
PARAMETER ESTIMATES FOR CONV FOR THE ADDITIONAL

RETAILER

Intercept Size Specificity

Const −20963 (.263)∗∗
−0159 (.068)∗ 0134 (.09)

Pos 0123 (.032)∗∗ 0036 (.015)∗ 0049 (.021)∗

Day 1 0094 (.065)
Day 2 −0043 (.037)
Day 3 0094 (.035)∗∗

Day 4 0212 (.026)∗∗

Day 5 0125 (.035)∗∗

Day 6 0219 (.076)∗∗

Time −0001 (.001)

VÂ Const Pos

Const 10018 (.163)∗∗
−0055 (.017)∗∗

Pos 0038 (.006)∗∗

∗Statistically significant at 5%.
∗∗Statistically significant at 1%.

Table 11
PARAMETER ESTIMATES FOR BID FOR ANOTHER RETAILER

Unobservable
Intercept Size Specificity Heterogeneity

Const −1008 (.03)∗∗∗ 006 (.03)∗∗
−008 (.05) 013 (.02)∗∗∗

Post − 1 0022 (.002)∗∗∗

CPCt − 1 0058 (.015)∗∗∗

Day 1 0004 (.004)
Day 2 0005 (.004)
Day 3 0005 (.004)
Day 4 0001 (.004)
Day 5 0007 (.004)∗

Day 6 0004 (.004)
Time 0001 (.001)

∗Statistically significant at 10%.
∗∗Statistically significant at 5%.
∗∗∗Statistically significant at 1%.

Table 12
PARAMETER ESTIMATES FOR POSITION FOR ANOTHER

RETAILER

Intercept Size Specificity

Const 20765 (.185)∗∗∗
−008 (.061) −0156 (.106)

Bid 0994 (.108)∗∗∗
−0036 (.058) −0112 (.106)

CTR −063 (.121)∗∗∗

Comp_Bid −10961 (.267)∗∗∗

Day 1 −0006 (.01)
Day 2 −002 (.01)∗∗

Day 3 0005 (.01)
Day 4 −0004 (.01)
Day 5 −002 (.01)∗∗

Day 6 −0017 (.01)∗

Time 0001 (.00)∗∗∗

VÁ Const Bid

Const 0243 (.04)∗∗∗ 0131 (.033)∗∗∗

Bid 0202 (.034)∗∗∗

∗Statistically significant at 10%.
∗∗Statistically significant at 5%.
∗∗∗Statistically significant at 1%.
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Table 13
ESTIMATES FOR THE COVARIANCE MATRIX ì FOR ANOTHER

RETAILER

CONV CTR Bid Rank

CONV 0196 (.007) −0099 (.004) 0005 (.001) −0024 (.008)
CTR −0099 (.004) 0157 (.009) −0005 (.001) 0021 (.005)
Bid 0005 (.001) −0005 (.001) 0012 (.001) −0012 (.001)
Rank −0024 (.008) 0021 (.005) −0012 (.001) 0089 (.002)

Notes: All values are statistically significant at 1%.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

In this article, we analyze the impact of position on
the revenues and profitability of sponsored search adver-
tisements that appear alongside regular algorithmic search
results in search engines. A widely held belief in the indus-
try is that the higher the ad placement, the better is the
performance. Most of these statements are based primarily
on an observed exponential decay in the CTR of the adver-
tisements as a function of their position rather than on a
careful analysis of resultant orders and revenues.

We analyze the impact of position on ad profitability
using a unique data set generated from a field experiment
of an online retailer’s ad campaign on Google. This data
set documents the daily impressions, clicks, orders, and
costs for a select sample of keywords in the ad campaign
for different positions for the corresponding advertisements.
We also validate our results, using an archival data set for
the ad campaign performance of another online retailer.
Consistent with the prior literature, our study confirms that
CTR decreases rapidly with the rank of the advertisement.
However, for advertisers that are interested in maximiz-
ing revenues or profit (rather than exposure benefit), this
tells only part of the story. Our results show that an adver-
tisement’s conversion rate increases with position, and rev-
enue increases with position for more specific keywords.
Because the ranking mechanism the search engines use
does not account for conversion rate, advertisements placed
in the top position do not always maximize revenues. We
also show that even for keywords for which the revenue
decreases with ad position, the top position may not maxi-
mize profit, because costs rapidly decrease with position.

These findings are important to the industry because
advertisers are currently engaged in intense bidding wars
to secure the top positions in sponsored search results. Our
results suggest that these bidding strategies may be based
on faulty assumptions about the relationship of CTR, CPC,
and conversion probability as a function of position. Specif-
ically, our results suggest that, at least at present, adver-
tisers seeking to maximize transactional benefits are often
better off in the short run placing less weight on obtaining
top positions. Note that this is not an equilibrium argu-
ment, and the strategy will not work in the long run if all
advertisers follow the same approach. However, it empha-
sizes the importance of tracking orders when measuring the
effectiveness of sponsored search campaigns.

Our study also points to potential inefficiencies in the
auction mechanisms that popular search engines use. If
advertisers with the best combination of bid and CTR
are assigned the top position and lower positions generate
higher revenues for certain keywords, this may be doing

them a disservice. An alternative approach available to
search engines is to invest in technologies to track postclick
consumer action and to charge advertisers per order (also
known as pay-per-action auctions). To this end, we note
that several search engines are currently testing pay-per-
action auction strategies (see, e.g., Claburn 2007).

Finally, our study sheds light on consumer behavior in
sponsored search environments. While CTR decreases with
position, conversion rate increases with position. This sug-
gests consumers with greater purchase intent visit lower
positions relatively more frequently than those with lower
purchase intent. In addition, they are more likely to buy
from the same advertisement in a lower position, suggest-
ing a recency bias. Although revisiting the product pages
of a previously clicked advertiser requires only a few addi-
tional clicks, there is increasing evidence that consumers
often associate a relatively high cost with making a few
clicks (e.g., Hann and Terwiesch 2003).10 If this is the case,
placing advertisements at lower positions may be an effec-
tive way to reach buying consumers without paying more
for the top positions.

As with any empirical analysis, there are several limita-
tions of our study. We evaluate the impact of only the top
seven positions because of the nature of our data set. How-
ever, the top positions garner 80% of the traffic, according
to AOL data (see Hearne 2006). Furthermore, although our
results explain some information search behavior of con-
sumers at an aggregate level, the aggregate nature of our
data limits our ability to account for the actions of indi-
vidual consumers. This calls for further research using
clickstream data to empirically evaluate the behavior of dif-
ferent types of consumers in sponsored search. In addition,
we were forced to use only advertiser-specific information
to determine the rate at which cost decays with position
because sponsored search auctions are now implemented as
closed auctions and the true cost of securing other positions
is not known. Access to bid data from other advertisers
would help increase the accuracy of our findings. However,
we do not expect the direction of findings to reverse with
such analysis.

An additional limitation is that our analysis of orders is
based on measurements taken by a search engine marketing
firm that tracked consumer action during the entire search
session. This is potentially problematic because consumers
may click on an advertisement and visit the advertiser’s
landing page without converting but return on a later day
(even using a different search engine query) to buy the
product. In such cases, the future purchases are not prop-
erly attributed to the original keyword. In this case, our
results for position hold if the subsequent actions are all
initiated using refined search engine queries. For example,
if a consumer queries “shirt” to shortlist the advertisers
and then uses “blue dress shirt” to finally buy the product,
our results show that the consumer is still likely to buy
when the advertisement corresponding to the second query
appears in a lower rather than higher position. Although we
determined that this is not true for most of the orders in
our data set, our model does not explicitly account for this

10For example, Hann and Terwiesch (2003) find that the cost of re-
bidding on an ascending auction is on the order of $5.00. In this setting,
all that is required to rebid is a series of clicks.
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possibility. This calls for developing consumer-level mod-
els to account for the entire search process to gain further
insights.

Finally, our analysis focuses only on transactional ben-
efits from advertising. We believe that this is a reasonable
approach in our data setting. However in other settings,
nontransactional benefits such as branding and awareness
may be more important to advertisers. We find that key-
words that help increase awareness and generate orders at
a later point do not have a higher chance of success when
the corresponding advertisements are placed in higher posi-
tion. Further research should investigate different strategies
consumers use in the buying process and how advertisers
should evaluate the performance of the related keywords.

APPENDIX: MCMC ALGORITHMS

We can write the model in the following hierarchical
form:

UCONV
kt � Âk1 Â1XÂk

kt 1XÂ
kt1ì

UCTR
kt � Èk1 È1XÈk

kt 1XÈ
kt1ì

bk � 8UCONV
kt 91 8UCTR

kt 91Xbk

kt 1Xb
kt1b1 z1ãb1Vb1ì

b � 8UCONV
kt 91 8UCTR

kt 91 8bk91Xbk

kt 1Xb
kt1Vb1ì1 b̄

ì � 8UCONV
kt 91 8UCTR

kt 91 8bk91 8b91Xbk

kt 1Xb
kt1vì1Sì

Vb
� 8bk91 z1ãb1v1S

ãb
� 8bk91 z1A01ã

b1

where bk = 6Âk Èk Ãk Ák7, b = 6Â È Ã Á7, Vb
= 6VÂ VÈ

VÃ VÁ7, ãb
= 6ãÂ ãÈ ãÃ ãÁ7, b̄ = 6Â̄ È̄ Ã̄ Á̄7, and ãb =

6ãÂ ãÈ ãÃ ãÁ7 and where Xbk

kt are independent variables
with keyword-specific coefficients and Xb

kt are independent
variables with common coefficients in Equations 2, 4, 7,
and 9.

Note that we provided the approach for estimating a
model in which the advertiser is also making a bidding
decision (Equation 9). However, for estimating the model
parameters for our main data set, we do not include this
equation in our analysis. We used 0 as the initial value for
elements of bk, b, and ãb and an identity matrix as an ini-
tial value for elements of V. Next, we describe the MCMC
algorithm.

Step 1

Draw UCONV
kt and UCTR

kt . We use a data augmentation
approach and a random walk Metropolis–Hastings algo-
rithm for sampling:

Ukt = 4UCONV
kt 1UCTR

kt 5 4Rossi and Allenby 200553

UCTRnew

kt = UCTRold

kt + ÄCTR1 where ÄCTR
∼ N401 002153 and

UCONVnew

kt = UCONVold

kt + ÄCONV1 where ÄCONV
∼ N401 002150

The draws are accepted with a probability Á, where

Á= min
{

exp6−1/24Unew
kt −Ykt −Ekt5

′A4Unew
kt −Ykt −Ekt5714U

new
kt 5

exp6−1/24Uold
kt −Ykt −Ekt5

′A4Uold
kt −Ykt −Ekt5714U

old
kt 5

11
}

and where 14Ukt5 is the likelihood of orders and clicks

14Ukt5 =
∏K

k=1

∏T
t=164å7CONV

kt ×åCTR
kt 5Orderskt

×
[

41−åCONV
kt 5×åCTR

kt

]Clickskt−Orderskt

×41−åCTR
kt 5Impressionskt−Clickskt 1

ekt =

[

e1
kt

e2
kt

]

1 where e1
kt = ln4bidkt5−ÃkXÃk

kt −ÃXÃ
kt and

e2
kt = ln4poskt5−ÁkXÁk

kt −ÁXÁ
kt1

Ekt = W12W−1
22 ekt1

A−1
= W11 −W12W−1

22 W211

W11 =

[

ì11 ì12

ì21 ì22

]

1 W22

[

ì33 ì34

ì43 ì44

]

1

W12 = W21 =

[

ì13 ì14

ì23 ì24

]

0

Step 2

Draw bk = 6Âk Èk Ãk Ák7. We define

xk =















XÂ′

k 0 0 0

0 XÈ′

k 0 0

0 0 XÃ′

k 0

0 0 0 XÁ′

k















1 yk =















UCONV
kt −ÂXÂ

kt

UCTR
kt − ÈXÈ

kt

ln4bidkt5−ÃXÃ
kt

ln4poskt5−ÁXÁ
kt















1

V =













VÂ 0 0 0

0 VÈ 0 0

0 0 VÃ 0

0 0 0 VÁ













1 bk =













ãÂzk

ãÈzk

ãÃzk

ãÁzk













1

Qk = 64x′
kìxk5

−1
+V−17−11 and ˜bk = Qk6x

′
kì

−1yk+V−1bk7.

Then bk∼ N4˜bk1Qk5.

Step 3

Draw b =6Â È Ã Á7. We define

x =













XÂ′

0 0 0

0 XÈ′

0 0

0 0 XÃ′

0

0 0 0 XÁ′













1 y =















UCONV
kt −ÂkXÂk

kt

UCTR
kt − ÈkXÈk

kt

ln4bidkt5−ÃkXÃk

kt

ln4poskt5−ÁkXÁk

kt















1

V̄ = 100I1 b̄ =









0
0
0
0









1

Q = 64x′ìx5−1
+ V̄−17−11 and b̃ = Q6x′ì−1y + V̄−1b̄7.

Then b ∼ N4b̃1Q5.

Step 4

Draw ì.

ì ∼ IW
(

vì + N1
K
∑

k = 1

T
∑

t = 1

Y′

ktYkt + Sì

)

1 where
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Ykt =















UCONV
kt −ÂkXÂk

kt −ÂXÂ
kt

UCTR
kt − ÈkXÈk

kt − ÈXÈ
kt

ln4bidkt5−ÃkXÃk

kt −ÃXÃ
kt

ln4poskt5−ÁkXÁk

kt −ÁXÁ
kt















1

N = number of observations, and vì = 10, Sì = 10I.

Step 5

Draw VÂVÈVÃVÁ.

VÂ
∼ IW

[(

v + N1
K
∑

k = 1

4Âk
−ãÂzk5

′4Âk
−ãÂzk5+ S

)]

1

where N = number of keywords and v = 10, S = 10I;

VÈ
∼ IW

[

v + N1
K
∑

k = 1

4Èk
−ãÈzk5

′4Èk
−ãÈzk5+ S

]

1

where N = number of keywords and v = 10, S = 10I;

VÃ
∼ IW

[(

v + N1
K
∑

k = 1

4Ãk
−ãÃzk5

′4Ãk
−ãÃzk5+ S

)]

1

where N = number of keywords and v = 10, S = 10I; and

VÁ
∼ IW

[(

v + N1
K
∑

k = 1

4Ák
−ãÁzk5

′4Ák
−ãÁzk5+ S

)]

1

where N = number of keywords and v = 10, S = 10I.

Step 6

Draw ãÂãÈãÃãÁ. Then,

ãÂ
∼ N4˜ãÂ1qÂ51

where qÂ = 64z′
kzk5

−1
+ A07

−1 and ˜ãÂ = qÂ4z
′
kÂ

k
+ A0ã

Â5, with
ãÂ = 0, A0 = 001I;

ãÈ
∼ N4˜ãÈ1qÈ51

where qÈ = 64z′
kzk5

−1
+ A07

−1 and ˜ãÈ = qÈ4z
′
kÈ

k
+ A0ã

È5, with
ãÈ = 0, A0 = 001I;

ãÃ
∼ N4˜ãÃ1qÃ51

where qÃ = 64z′
kzk5

−1
+A07

−1 and ˜ãÃ = qÃ4z
′
kÃ

k
+A0ã̄

Ã5, with
ãÃ = 0, A0 = 001I; and

ãÁ
∼ N4ã̃Á1qÁ51

where qÁ = 64z′
kzk5

−1
+A07

−1 and ˜ãÁ = qÁ4z
′
kÁ

k
+A0ã

Á5, with
ãÁ = 0, A0 = 001I.
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